Abstract-This paper mainly focuses on the kinematics of multibranch modular reconfigurable robots. A method of generating the forward kinematics is proposed. Firstly, the robot is divided into joints and links, which are formed dyads subsequently. Secondly, module frames are defined and attached to each connector of modules. Thirdly, based on screw theory and Lie group and Lie algebra, the initial poses and twists of a multibranch robot are obtained, and the kinematic equations of the robot are derived. An illustrative example and an experiment are implemented, respectively, and the results show that the method is valid and suitable for both single-open-chain robots and multibranch robots.
INTRODUCTION
Modular reconfigurable robots are very flexible to various tasks and environments, and can achieve a high level of reliability. Thus, they are very suitable for the work in hazardous and extreme environments. In these circumstances, an unknown configuration may be assembled and needed to work competently. However, a robot controller only works well on the condition of that it knows the configuration of the robot, and thus knows its kinematics and dynamics. Unfortunately, it is too hard to manually enumerate all the configurations and their kinematics and dynamics in advance. Therefore, developing a method of automatically generating kinematics is an attractive and significant research topic.
Castano et al. [1] discuss a method of discovering and identifying the configuration. However, the method does not work when the configuration is not saved and preprogrammed in the master computer in advance. Yang and Chen [2] [3] propose a kinematics algorithm based on the local POE formula; the twists of the dyads are relative to the local frames; thus the kinematics is independent of configurations. Besides, Chen [4] analyzes the kinematic equivalences of different configurations. Schmitz et al. [5] , [6] present a description of joint and link modules and the sequence in which they have been connected; then, after assigning two sets of coordinate frames, the D-H parameters of the robot are generated, and hence the kinematic equations are obtained. Bi et al. [7] propose a method of automatically generating the D-H parameters for modular manipulators; a mapping from modular design variables and the configuration description is proposed. Pozna [8] proposes an algorithm of generating the kinematics of modular industrial robots, and it works when all the joints are rotary ones and the axes of consecutive joint are perpendicular or parallel. Wang et al. [9] give three forms of forward kinematics with the twists relative to different frames, but the kinematics of multi-branch robots is not mentioned. Liu et al. [10] propose a configuration representation and kinematics based on a kind of topology characteristic matrix; it is valid for serial robot. However, automatically generating the kinematic and dynamic equations for heterogeneous modular robots still need a further discussion.
Based on the screw theory, Lie group and Lie algebra, this paper proposes a method of generating the forward kinematics of a multi-branch modular reconfigurable robot. This paper is organized as follows: the division method and topological analysis are introduced briefly in Section II; module frames are defined in section III; then the initial poses and the twists of dyads are deduced and consequently the kinematics is obtained in section IV; in section V and VI, an illustrative example and an experiment are implemented. Finally, section VII gives the conclusion and future work.
II. MODULARIZED DIVISION AND TOPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
OF A ROBOT This paper focuses on a kind of heterogeneous modular robot, which consists of joint and link modules. Each module has one input and one or more output connectors. All the connectors are standardized for interchangeability. Fig. 1 shows some modules. Besides, the link modules can be designed with arbitrary relative poses between the input and output connectors.
The output connector of each joint has 6 equally spaced location holes, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , and thus has 6 relative assembly angles. Fig. 2(b) and (c) show a link is connected to a joint with the assembly angles of 0 and /3, respectively.
The process of topological analysis will generate a module database, a rooted tree, a path matrix, and other matrices. About topological analysis, see [11] for detail.
The kinematics of a modular reconfigurable robot is based on the results of the topological analysis.
III. DEFINITIONS OF MODULE FRAMES
In order to describe the geometry and motion features of each module, we define a frame attached to every connector of The frames are defined as follows:
1) Rotary joint module
The centers of the input and output end of rotary joint i are denoted by O i1 and O i2 , respectively. An input frame, denoted by {i1}, is attached rigidly to the input connector at point O i1 ; the Z-axis of frame {i1}, called Z i1 , is coincident with line O O and aligns with X i2 of frame {i2} below when joint variable i is zero; the Y-axis, called Y i1 , is formed by the right-hand rule to complete frame {i1}.
Similarly, an output frame denoted by {i2} is attached to the output connector and located at O i2 ; Z i2 is coincident with Z i1 ; X i2 is perpendicular to 1 2 i i O O and in the direction from O i2 to the location hole of zero degree. Frame {i2}, with the output connector together, will be rotated about axis Z i2 when the joint rotates. Fig. 1(a) shows a rotary joint with the frames.
2) Prismatic joint module
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the frames of a prismatic joint module are defined by the same rules above, except that the axis X i1 aligns with X i2 permanently and frame {i2} will be translated in axis Z i2 with the output connector together.
3) Link module
The input and output frame are defined as {Li1} and {Li2}, respectively. The origins of the frames, denoted by O Li1 and O Li2 , are located at the centers of the input and output end of link Li, respectively. The axis Z Li1 points to the inner of the link, whereas Z Li2 points to the outer.
If the output connector intersects the output connector, as shown in Fig.1(c) and (d), the axis X Li1 points to the intersection, whereas X Li2 is against the intersection. If the output connector parallels the output connector, as shown in Fig. 1(e) , the axis X Li1 points to location hole, whereas X Li2 aligns with X Li1 . Otherwise, the output connector and the input connector are coplanar, as shown in Fig. 1(f) , the axis X Li1 points to O Li2 , whereas X Li2 is coincident with X Li1 . Moreover, if a link has branches, as shown in Fig. 1(g) , the one input frame and two output frames are defined similarly.
4) End-effector module
As shown in Fig. 1(h) , the input frame of an end-effector is defined as same as that of a joint module, whereas the output frame is located with its origin at the gripping center of the fingers. The Z-axis of the output frame, called approach vector, is coincident with Z G1 ; the Y-axis, called orientation vector, is coincident with the line that passes through two fingers; and the Y-axis is formed by the right-hand rule.
5) Base modules
Two types of base modules are concerned in this paper: the mobile base and the fixed base, as shown in Fig. 1 (i) and (j), respectively. Each has a frame {0} at its output connector.
Following the above rules, when the joint variable is zero, frame {i2} of joint i relative to frame {i1} can be described as 
where
For links, the pose of output connector relative to the input connector can be designed arbitrarily. Moreover, once a link is made, the relative pose is determined, and is expressed as
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Li Li P const are the geometrical attributes, and will be saved in the module electronics.
For base modules, world coordinate systems are defined to represent the pose of the base. Generously, if a fixed base is used in a configuration, the world frame coincides with frame {0}; otherwise, it can be defined arbitrarily.
IV. KINEMATICS OF A MODULAR RECONFIGURABLE ROBOT

A. Dyad and its initial pose
A path matrix, which excludes any information of links, will be used to obtain the kinematics; thus, it is convenient for kinematics to attach a link to its neighbor joint.
Yang defines a dyad "as a pair of consecutive links in a kinematics chain" [2] . Likewise, a joint with its preceding link together are termed as dyad here. Fig. 3 shows a dyad. The term "initial pose" is referred to as the pose of the output frame of a mechanism relative to its input frame or a specified reference frame, in case of that all the joint variables are at zero positions.
The initial pose of dyad i shown in Fig. 3 is given as For a multi-branch mechanism, the chains may share some dyads as well as have their own ones. For a robot with n+1 joints and k chains, suppose that the path matrix is 
1) Dyad i is a rotary joint
The twist of dyad i is shown in Fig. 4 . Its axis is coincident with the axis of module i, and passes through the center point of the module's output end face. The axis and the point are represented, relative to the output frame of module i, as 0 0 1 r . Subsequently, we obtain the ray coordinates of the twist as follows. 
2) Dyad i is a prismatic joint
The translating vector of dyad i with respect to its own output frame is 0 0 1
The vector relative to the base frame is 
3) Dyad i is an end-effector module
Considering that the gripping motion can be regarded as partial freedoms, we define the twist of an end-effector as null vector.
D. Kinematics of a single open chain with respect to the base frame
The motion of dyad i causes the transforming of the end of a chain. Based on the relationship between SE(3) and se(3), we have 
E. Kinematics of multiple chains with respect to the base frame
Considering that a dyad may be shared by more than one chains or occupied only by one chain, we revise the body motion matrix of dyad i as
T q e where the subscript j denotes the order of a branch, and ji p is the entry of the path matrix.
Given a path matrix, initial pose and the twists of a multibranch robot, we get the kinematic equations as follows: 
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V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE Without loss of generality, a robot shown in Fig. 5(a) is chosen for this illustrative example. After topological analysis, a rooted tree is derived as shown in Fig. 5(b) . For simplicity, only one frame (the output one) of each dyad is marked here. The main process of generating the kinematics is as follows.
1) The initial poses
As shown in Fig. 5(a) , for simplicity, only the output frames of the dyads are marked. Suppose that all the lengths of the joint modules are equally set to be l J for convenience; the length of the grippers is l G . Then we have 11 Unfortunately, the MRRES has no branch link and a multibranch robot is not available, so a 5 DOF manipulator shown in fig. 7(a) is chosen for the experiment. Then, a series of modules are picked out to assemble a robot. Fig. 7(b) and (c) show the CAD model and photo of the robot, respectively. Table I shows the main dimensions of the modules. After topological analysis, the host generates a module database and a rooted tree shown in Fig. 7(d) . The humanmachine interface of the host is shown in Fig. 9(a) . As shown in fig. 9 (b), the robot system performs sync coordinate motion of simulation and experiment well. Furthermore, based on inverse kinematics and trajectory planning, the robot works (writing characters) at high precision, as shown in Fig. 10 .
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a method of generating kinematics of modular reconfigurable robots. A modular reconfigurable robot is divided into a series of dyads. Then, based on screw theory, the initial poses of every dyad and the every chain are obtained, and the twists relative to the base frame are derived. Subsequently, based on Lie group and Lie algebra, a method of generating the kinematics is proposed. Lastly, the results of an illustrative example and an experiment show that the method is valid and reliable, and can be applied to both single-open-chain robots and multi-branch robots.
In the future, more experiments will be carried out to verify the generality of the method proposed in this paper. 
